
Officer Anthony Morasco OPA Interview

Hendry interviewed Officer Anthony Morasco on Nov. 10, 2020. The SPOG representative in
attendance was Sgt. Sean Moore, who also happened to be acting lieutenant for Morasco’s
bicycle unit at the 2020 Labor Day protest.

Hendy commences asking Morasco questions, but only gets a little way in before asking Moore
if he would like to say something.

“Yeah, I just wanted to get this on the record in the beginning,” Moore replies, before following
up with the statement that appears in almost every involved officer interview in this case,
regardless of who the SPOG representative is: “So, the summary of this complaint is very
vague, and specifically about Officer Morasco and what exactly that it was that he did wrong in
here. There’s not anything in — in particular about specifically what his — the use of force that
he used, and how it was in violation of policy, so that way, he can be prepared to answer these
questions. So, we do take exception to uh, the blanket summary statement.”

Hendry replies that he understands and continues to question Morasco. Hendry establishes that
Morasco is part of the Community Response Group (CRG), a group of officers who do their
work on bicycles. Hendry then asks Morasco if he reviewed any reports or video related to the
events of the day, to which Morasco replies that he had that day reviewed the actual allegations
against him, as well as his own BWV, to figure out when someone from the crowd threw a
Molotov cocktail.

“I assume, because you’re on Bikes, you are a bicycle-trained officer?” Hendry asks.

“Yes,” Morasco replies.

“And have you undergone crowd management training specifically related to bicycles?” Hendry
asks, to which Morasco again replies in the affirmative.

Hendry then asks Morasco to explain his understanding as a bicycle-trained officer with regard
to physically using said bicycle for crowd control. Morasco explains that he has been trained to
form a barrier with bikes and to push people with bikes. The latter, he tells Hendry, is a de
minimis use of force and is a trained technique.

But this differs from using a bicycle as an impact weapon — in other words, to strike people.
Hendry asks about Morasco’s understanding of a bicycle as an impact weapon. Morasco
replies, “Uh, I don’t know, I’ve never done that. I — I mean, you — in theory, could use anything
as an impact weapon, but I — don’t — I don’t know how — I don’t know what it would look like.
… there’s probably a million different ways you could use a bike to hit somebody with it, but I
couldn’t describe it all.”
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“Okay, but do crowd management training in terms of bicycle training, have you guys
distinguished a difference between using a bike for crowd control, to push a crowd, versus using
a bike as an impact weapon?” Hendry asks.

“Uh, we don’t use — we don’t train to use it as an impact weapon,” Morasco clarifies. “We only
use it for crowd control and de minimis pushing.”

Because of this, Morasco explains, using a bike to push someone is not a reportable use of
force.

Hendry then shows Morasco clips from Morasco’s own BWV. According to Hendry, the BWV
shows what Morasco describes as a “gate” that officers use in “several different uh, respects,
either to create a line, another bike line in front of us, or make an arrest, um, or to move further
down if we need to.”

At eight minutes and 59 seconds into the video, Hendry stops the recording to point out to
Morasco that “the body-worn video appears to show you ride towards the crowd, um, dismount
your bicycle, pick your bicycle up and swing the rear wheel of the bicycle towards the crowd. Is
that accurate?” It appears from the BWV that Morasco has struck the shield a protester was
holding.

Morasco says that he did not pick up the back of the bike and says that, to him, “it looked like
the rear end of the bike swung towards the crowd and uh, impacted a shield that was either
trying to impact me, or static [unintelligible].” Morasco states that he was off the bike when this
happened.

Hendry asks, “And how did the rear end swing around ʼcause ...?”

“Uh, perpetual motion, I guess? It just — the force of riding up to it and the fact that they didn’t
move off their line, so the bike will — tended to move, you can’t stop it,” Morasco replies.

This is where Moore breaks in to ask Morasco whether he was the point officer for the
maneuver that caused the back of the bike to swing around. When Morasco affirms this, Moore
continues with a question that appears to be more of a statement that Morasco is supposed to
agree with: “And as you come up, your — your bicycle is facing the line, and it’s our trained
tactic for you to get your bicycle to get as much of that bicycle possible, facing them, so your job
is to turn your bicycle towards the line, correct? So, it has to move around to the line?”

“Correct,” Morasco replies, before reaffirming that he was not on the bike at that point. All of this
seems to contradict Morasco’s “perpetual motion” explanation above.

“Did that answer your question? I’m sorry, I think — I thought you were looking —,” Morasco
says, before Hendry cuts in: “No, I believe so. Um, so I just want to clarify that you did not pick
the bike up, the back of the bike, and swing it towards the crowd, or...?”



“Correct,” Morasco replies, before Moore once again cuts in, this time to give a statement, rather
than ask a question.

“Yeah, I just wanted that clarification to be there, that that is the actual trained tactic for a — a
crossbow line maneuver, as — as the point officer is he comes through, and Anthony was the
left point officer in this one, is that as soon as he dismounts his bicycle, at that point, he is
establishing the line for the rest of the bicycle squad. So, you — he dismounts his bicycle, turns
his bicycle ninety degrees towards the crowd. So, I think it went — wait — I just want to make
sure I had the question that you were asking. He wasn’t intentionally trying to strike anybody,
that is the actual tactic that all of the officers are going to do as they establish the line,” Moore
says.

Hendry thanks Moore and then asks Morasco, “[J]ust point-blank, did you deliberately strike that
protester with the shield with the rear-end of your bicycle?”

Morasco says no, he did not, and that he does not specifically recall this particular incident from
that day.

“From the video, it looks like there might have been, and I don’t know, again, if that was me
going forward or them coming towards me. It’s too hard to tell on the video,” Morasco says.
When Hendry asks whether Morasco knew if he had hurt anyone with the swing, Morasco says
that he doesn’t “see how anybody would be. It’s … a rubber tire.”

Hendry then moves on to slightly later in the video. He stops it just after 10-and-a-half minutes
in, and says, “Your body-worn video shows you repeatedly pushing the front wheel of your
bicycle into some crowd members. Is that accurate?”

“Yes,” Morasco replies.

“Okay. Is that a trained tactic?” Hendry asks.

“Uh, I’d say no, at this point. We’ve used our bikes to push people, but we kind of modified this
one, and then it’s become a — told that it was good by Director Myerberg,” Morasco says.

“Okay, so you’re saying it’s — it was an improved[*] tactic?” Hendry asks.

“Uh, it is now,” Morasco replies.

*Editor’s Note: “Improved” here may be a misspeak or a typo in the transcript. From the
context, it seems likely that “approved” was the intended word.

This interaction, though short, is significant. It strongly suggests that Myerberg — the
then-director of the agency with the most heft of the three agencies that are supposed to hold



the police accountable, and the agency that makes recommendations regarding discipline of
officers named in complaints — OK’d a tactic by SPD officers that, at the time it was used, was
not a trained tactic. Regardless of whether the action could be considered a strike, this means
that Myerberg effectively decided to retroactively sanction officer training tactics, meaning that
officers could not be held responsible for something that was, at the time they did it, a legitimate
violation.

Though it is unclear exactly what he asks — the transcript lists his request as “unintelligible” — it
appears that Moore breaks in here to ask Hendry whether he may, for all intents and purposes,
give a small interview regarding bicycle tactics. Again, Moore is neither an involved officer nor a
witness officer in this case, and he is not the interviewee.

Hendry allows this, and asks whether Moore can “shed some light” on the retroactively
approved tactic, stating for the record that Moore is the acting lieutenant of the CRG.

Moore gives a substantial mini-interview, in which he essentially justifies Myerberg’s decision to
retroactively OK a tactic that falls outside policy. Moore states that because “protester’s [sic]
reactions evolved” and the police wanted to “stay within the core principles of the use of force,”
the only other option available to officers whose hands were otherwise occupied with the
physical bike was to use the “soft rubber tire” on a bike to push people.

“We look at that as a de minimis tactic to use a bicycle tire. We understand that if you swing it at
somebody and it strikes somebody, what—what was the likelihood if somebody was going to be
injured using that tactic?” Moore says. “And we found, we—we felt that this was a de minimis
tactic. It has not been put into the crowd management, as far as I know yet. We anticipate that’s
going to be a Management Action or—or a training update to the actual crowd control training.”

Moore’s full statement reads as follows:

“So—a—the—during this whole conflict, from May 29th ʼtil basically the present, right now, the—
the tactics that we were trained, we have used the same tactics for a long time. The protester’s
reactions have evolved, and—for us to move them, one of the things that we found was effective
that we used on the fly, we tried to stay within the core principles of the use of force. The bicycle
is a soft rubber tire that’s filled with air. To prompt people to move, the only other option is for
officers to use their hands in de minimis. We look at that as a de minimis tactic to use a bicycle
tire. We understand that if you swing it at somebody and it strikes somebody, what—what was
the likelihood if somebody was going to be injured using that tactic? And we found, we—we felt
that this was a de minimis tactic. It has not been put into the crowd management, as far as I
know yet. We anticipate that’s going to be a Management Action or—or a training update to the
actual crowd control training, but, as we look at it, like I said, using the bicycles, probably the
least amount of force that the bicycle officer can use at the time, because both of their hands
are occupied by the bicycle. Um, taking your hand away from it takes the ability to—to control
the bicycle itself and to retain the bicycle as we’ve had bicycles, uh, pulled from us, um, and
using that to prompt the protesters to move, especially because they will move, but they



won’t—they will slow down and come back. We found that moving the bicycles forward, which
has been something different for us, has also been an effective tactic to get them to move, to
prompt movement, and—for the protection of the protesters, and the protection of the officers.
As soon as they get static, we found that they—we start to take impact, uh, or I’m sorry,
projectiles, towards us. And as soon as we get static, they start throwing things at us. When
they’re moving, they are less likely to throw something at us, at least, the one-off versus a
coordinated effort to throw things at us. So, the intention is to have that added, so that way, that
will go into the manual, and go into the bicycle training protocol for us, that using that front tire
to—to prompt somebody to move should be de minimis force.”

Hendry then asks Morasco what his desired outcome was from using the bicycle tire to push
people. Morasco replies that he was trying to move people. He says that he used the bicycle tire
to move them, because, in his opinion, they weren’t moving quickly enough.

“And was anybody in that particular group committing any crimes?” Hendry asks.

“I think they were all fairly dispersed at this point, so, riot—or, malicious mischief?” Morasco
replies, appearing to grasp for the right alleged offense. Moore picks up the slack: “No, it’s a …
Criminal mischief.”

Hendry then asks Morasco whether anyone in the crowd posed a threat to officers at that
moment in time. Morasco replies that “they generally, with the shields up, they will attack officers
frequently” and continues with the scenarios he had encountered in the past: “I’ve had that
happen quite a few times. They also use that to p—uh, block people behind them that will get
explosives, bottles, rocks, so they can block our view from those people that are attacking us,
and so it’s their, uh, trained defense that they actually have a lot of uh, literature on, of how to do
this correctly, so we can’t see them when they’re doing this, so they’re an actual part of the
whole group, and that’s their main job, is to block our vision as well as try to uh, confront us with
the shields. … And bottles.”

When Hendry asks whether using the bike wheels was a reasonable use of force and whether it
was necessary, Morasco replies that he believes it was, because it both moved the crowd and
because “we went into this crowd because they had Molotov cocktails, which is obviously a
life-threatening, uh, device, which they ended up throwing at us, uh, even as we’re moving
them. Uh, and so, getting uh, them to move and not—to prevent them from harming anybody
else was extremely necessary.”

As the Emerald has repeatedly pointed out, officers never confirmed that anyone had Molotov
cocktails and also never actually targeted for arrest the person who is now alleged to have had
them.

Hendry then asks Morasco about his use of force, which Morasco maintains was de minimis,
and therefore did not need to be reported. Before Hendry closes the interview, he asks whether
there is anything else Morasco would like to say. Moore jumps in again, this time to discuss



officer intention for that day and to state that Morasco didn’t use any blast balls that day, just
pepper spray. He also repeats multiple times that the day was “tense” for officers, in an apparent
attempt to justify SPD’s response that day.

“Yeah. I—I’d like to add that this was probably one of the most tense days that we had during
this. As we came down, our initial goal was not to c—to confront the crowd. Like, sometimes we
become the problem, just our presence, our mere presence alone. So, our intention was not to
be seen or be um, to have a conflict with them. That was our intention that day. And as we were
coming down, there was a sign, a—a banner that had been hung over, um, I believe it’s the
Royal Brougham or Edgar Martinez, whatever that is, that said all of my heroes kill cops. So that
was a—a—a predicate of what may have to—may have come that day. So, we were all very
concerned. We had active intelligence that they were going to—they intended on burning down
the SPOG office or using fire as weapon [sic]. Uh, we were very concerned, since we don’t have
a vehicle as protection, we were just out there, the bicycle officers are, and then as we got
closer, as the crowd got closer to—to the actual SPOG building, Intelligence told us that they
actually did have, they had seen Molotov cocktails in that crowd. Our only intention when we
first went into and engage [sic] with that crowd was to arres t [sic] the people who were in
possession of those— of those fire weapons, basically. So, that’s how this started, that was our
intention, and the f—the f— the fact that the crowd continued to be violent, most of the crowd
that is still here during this incident where Officer Morasco the—the—the allegations that—at
hand here because of this, these are the crowds that remained after we had initially gone in to
arrest people for Molotov cocktails. Um, and as we went on in this, and this is actually going to
be after this event occurred, somebody did actually throw a Molotov cocktail at us. Fortunately, it
struck in the middle of Fourth Avenue South and did not injure any officers, and we were able to
extinguish it, but uh, I put cold fire on that, and it was definitely a Molotov cocktail, because it
was—it was sticking and it was burning pretty well, right in the middle of Fourth Avenue South.
So, this was a high-tension event for us. Our intent was to move these people for our own
safety, and for their safety as well, and I think that the tactics that we used were the lowest form
of force that we could have used at the time. Blast balls were used, but Officer Morasco didn’t
use a blast ball in any of these allegations. He didn’t appear to use pepper spray. That was the
softest, or the l—the lowest form of force that he could’ve used during this event, and I thought it
was effective. Thanks.”

After this, Hendry wraps up the interview.


